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Abstract. The recently observed strong-regular magnetic fields
in the dwarf irregular (IBm) galaxy NGC 4449 are not predicted
by classical turbulent dynamo theory. The very slow and al-
most unorganized rotation of the galaxy appears to contradict
the observed large-scale magnetic fields manifested in a fan-
like structure emanating from vigorous star formation in the
central part of the galaxy and a spiral shell-like pattern on its
periphery. In this paper, we investigate the influence of different
physical processes on the evolution of magnetic fields. We in-
voke a model of an irregular galaxy by numerically solving the
kinematic dynamo equation and adopting a gas velocity field
obtained from N-body simulations. We report that the puzzling
magnetic fragments of a polarized shell containing spiral mag-
netic fields in NGC 4449 can originate from shear motions of
the interstellar gas associated with a bar perturbation. A signif-
icant role, recently postulated “fast” dynamo action, is needed
to maintain the high magnetic energy in the presence of a tur-
bulent diffusion. To model the observed magnetic fields in the
central part of NGC 4449 we incorporate high stellar activity
(observed within the main body of the galaxy) as a source of
random magnetic fields. Additionally, we include a spherical
outflow to reproduce the radially oriented “fans” of magnetic
field that are observed. The inclusion of this outflow, however,
does not lead to the observed radio polarization properties and
the magnetic pitch angle distribution in the central part of the
galaxy, so a more realistic model of an outflow with regard to
the star formation distribution, is needed.

Key words: Magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) – galaxies: indi-
vidual: NGC 4449 – galaxies: magnetic fields

1. Introduction

The origin of large-scale magnetic fields, widely observed in
rapidly and differentially rotating spiral galaxies (Ruzmaikin
et al. 1988), is usually explained by a well-known process of
a magnetohydrodynamical (MHD) dynamo (e.g. Elstner et al.
1998). This mechanism is associated with small-scale phenom-
ena from turbulent motions (Elstner et al. 1992) influenced by
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the differential rotation present in a galactic disk. In very slow
and nearly rigidly rotating dwarf irregulars (dIrrs), the pres-
ence of well organized magnetic field structures has not yet
been predicted. The “classical” dynamo mechanisms required
to produce global magnetic fields are ineffective in disks rotat-
ing with velocities an order of magnitude less than those found
in normal spiral and barred galaxies. Despite this, significant
magnetic fields were found in two dwarf irregulars: the Large
Magellanic Cloud (LMC) and the Magellanic-type NGC 4449.
In the first of them patchy structures of the magnetic field with
a weak indication of a large-scale organization were observed
(Klein et al. 1993). Using the Effelsberg radio telescope, Klein
et al. (1996) reported the first detection of magnetic fields run-
ning across the galaxy NGC 4449. Recent observations of NGC
4449 (Chẏzy et al. 2000), utilizing the high resolution and sen-
sitivity VLA data, indicate the presence of strong large-scale
magnetic fields that form radial “fans” in the central region and
puzzling fragments of a spiral shell-like structure at its periph-
ery (see Fig. 3d). The strength of these observed regular fields
is about 9µG, comparable to the magnitude found in the spiral
galaxies.

Keeping in mind the above facts, the outstanding problem
is what kind of physical mechanism could be responsible for
producing the observed large-scale magnetic configuration in
the galaxy. We need a faster process which is much more ef-
ficient than the “classical” turbulent dynamo. The solution to
the problem was proposed by the “fast dynamo” theory (Parker
1992) taking into account Parker instabilities, cosmic rays and
magnetic reconnections. A new fast dynamo model based on the
Parker hypothesis was constructed by Hanasz & Lesch (1997,
1998) where the existence of flux tubes interactions was intro-
duced. The term “fast dynamo” refers to dynamos in which the
generation rate of the mean magnetic field remains finite in the
limit of vanishing resistivity. This mechanism allows the possi-
bility of introducing a largeα value in the presence of a weak
magnetic field and of a high star formation activity (Hanasz &
Lesch 1997), which gives an excess of cosmic ray pressure over
the magnetic pressure. The “fast dynamo” model can explain
the existence of strong magnetic fields in young blue objects,
i.e. excessively star-bursting galaxies (Hanasz & Lesch 1997).

Herein we present five MHD numerical scenarios as an at-
tempt to explain the origin of the observed magnetic fields in
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irregular galaxies. As a seed field for our model we introduced
A0 modes which are expected as dynamo solutions for slowly
and almost rigidly rotating bodies, e.g. in central regions of
spiral galaxies (Ruzmaikin et al. 1988). The numerical models
involving the S0 mode, which we tested as well, result in mag-
netic fields structures possessing a strongBr component in the
disk plane – too high in comparison with observations.

We analyze mainly NGC 4449 since its magnetic fields have
been the most extensively studied, however the LMC case is dis-
cussed as well. NGC 4449 is a dwarf galaxy belonging to LMC
class of irregulars possessing a bar similar in size and mass to the
LMC (Bajaja et al. 1994). Because of it proximity, this galaxy
was extensively studied in many bands. Basic parameters are
summarized in Table 1. NGC 4449 is a galaxy with moderate
star formation activity, producing long filaments and a frothy
structure of the warm (104 K) ionized interstellar medium (Bo-
mans et al. 1997, Hunter & Gallagher 1990 and 1992). The hot
gas was also found in active star-forming regions and in out-
flows from them (Bomans et al. 1997). According to Hα study
(Hill 1994), the period of a high star formation activity occur-
ring mainly in the bar, passed about 5–6 Myr ago. Presently,
vigorous star formation is concentrated in the northern part of
the stellar bar which is rich in HII regions, blue super-giants and
very young supernova remnants.

The galaxy is situated in a huge gaseous halo (van Woer-
den et al. 1975, Bajaja et al. 1994, Hunter et al. 1998) that has
a diameter about 14 times larger than the optical extent of the
galaxy (see Table 1). This halo counter-rotates relative to the
inner part of the galaxy. The observedS-shaped morphology of
the HI envelope most likely suggests a gravitational interaction
with another body e.g. the companion dwarf galaxy DDO125
(Hunter et al. 1998). This provides evidence of the interpreta-
tion that the dynamical age of prominent features in the gas
flow is of the order of108 yr (Hartmann et al. 1986). Stemming
from its dynamical history, the complexity of the stellar and gas
kinematics has thus far prevented the construction of a detailed
rotation curve of NGC 4449.

The existing rotational star and ionized gas velocity studies
(Sabbadin et al. 1984, Hartmann et al. 1986) indicate that the
galaxy slowly rotates (in the opposite direction to the HI halo)
with a maximum velocity of about 20–30 km s−1. The analysis
of HII and HI data shows a rather complicated velocity field,
with discontinuities along the major axis and large dispersion
along the minor axis (see Hartmann et al. 1986, Chyży et al.
2000). External causes, e.g. a merger or a past interaction with
another system, can explain these complexities. The case of
LMC is different as it shows obvious evidence of ongoing in-
teraction. In fact, it orbits around the Milky Way and is getting
compressed at the leading edge. The relative speed between
LMC and the Galaxy halo is supersonic (about 465 km s−1)
which causes 10 times enhancement of the gas pressure and
creates a bow-shock in the compression region (de Boer et al.
1998). Huge star formation complexes (including 30 Doradus)
are probably shock-induced in this (SE) part of the galaxy where
the highest radio polarization emission is also observed.

Table 1.Basic properties of NGC 4449

Type IBm LEDA
R.A. (2000) 12h28m11.s3 LEDA
Decl. (2000) 44◦5′30′′ LEDA
Optical extent 4.′7 × 3′ de Vaucouleurs et al. (1976
HI extent 70′ × 65′ Bajaja et al. (1994)
Inclination 43◦ Tully (1998♣)
Position angle 45◦ LEDA database
Distance 3.7 Mpc Bajaja et al. (1994)
Abs.B-magn. −18.4 de Vaucouleurs et al. (1991)
Mtot 7 · 1010M� Bajaja et al. (1994)
MHI 2.3 · 109M� Bajaja et al. (1994)

To simulate magnetic field evolution in the Magellanic-type
irregulars we apply an interstellar gas flow having a small, but
realistically feasible, value of rotational velocity with signifi-
cant gradients and a bar-like disturbance. We then kinematically
solve the dynamo equation using a (three-dimensional) MHD
numerical simulation. Five different models are used to analyze
the importance of dynamo action, galactic outflow, and addi-
tional sources of a random magnetic component. We introduce
distributions of relativistic electrons within the model to com-
pute maps of polarized radio emission. Modeled distributions
of polarized synchrotron radiation and magnetic field configu-
ration are compared to radio observations of NGC 4449. From
these studies we conclude:

1. the large-scale polarized fragments of a spiral shell-like
structure observed in NGC 4449 can be substantially ex-
plained by a gas flow around the galaxy bar and a fast dy-
namo mechanism;

2. the approximate level of magnetic energy could be main-
tained by both processes: the dynamo action and the input
of chaotic magnetic fields;

3. the observed “fan-like” structure of the magnetic field and
the large-scale shell with spiral magnetic pattern cannot be
reproduced by pure outflow and wind phenomena, stretch-
ing and compressing passively random magnetic fields, pro-
duced in the strongly star forming center of NGC 4449.

We describe these findings in Sects. 2 through 6 as follows:
Sect. 2 summarizes the radio observations of NGC 4449, Sect. 3
outlines the construction of the numerical model used to simu-
late NGC 4449, Sect. 4 details the model input parameters and
describes five variants of the modeling effort, Sect. 5 reports the
results of model matching to observation, and the concluding
discussion is in Sect. 6.

2. Radio emission of NGC 4449

The high resolution and sensitivity radio continuum observa-
tions of NGC 4449 by Chẏzy et al. (2000) were obtained using
the VLA interferometer in its most compactD-configuration
at 8.46 GHz and 4.86 GHz. To minimize the loss of extended
smooth structure, the total power and linear polarization maps
were combined with data from the single-dish Effelsberg radio
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Fig. 1. Vector plot of the gas flow velocity field in the galactic plane.
The corotation velocity of the gas flow with the bar (18 km/h/kpc) is
subtracted for better presentation of gas flow kinematical properties.
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Fig. 2. The rotation curves of the model galaxy, calculated from the
velocity field used for computations along four semi-axes (northern &
southern cut, upper panel) and across (eastern & western cut, bottom
panel) the bar.

telescope. The total power radio emission at both frequencies
(see Figs. 1 and 3 in Chyży et al. 2000) shows close connec-
tion to the Hα emission. Strong radio peaks coincide spatially
with bright star-forming regions. In these regions, the thermal
fraction locally attains as much as 70%. Diffuse nonthermal
emission is seen far away from the galaxy star-forming body,
extending up to 2 optical radii. However, a few faint peaks at po-
sitions corresponding to separate active star formation regions
are also observed in these distant regions. Since the total power
radio emission is significantly confused by the thermal compo-
nent near these regions, it will not be a subject of our modeling.

A radio polarization intensity (PI) contour map, obtained at
4.86 GHz, as well as the corresponding magnetic field vectors,
are overlaid onto an optical image of NGC 4449 in Fig. 3d. The
orientation of magnetic fields are not corrected for the effect of

Faraday rotation which is generally not strong, giving average
rotation measures of 50 rad/m2 and only locally reaching about
200 rad/m2 (corresponding to rotation of magnetic field vectors
by 8◦ and 30◦, respectively). Magnetic vectors show two distinct
kinds of structures (see Chyży et al. 2000 for more details). Near
the central region of the galactic disk these are directed nearly
radially outwards, forming polarized “fans” co-aligned with the
system of elongated Hα filaments (Bomans et al. 1997). Thus
the orientation of theB-vectors are probably closely associated
with large-scale gas dynamics around star-active regions.

The second structure is a well organized and coherent pattern
of magnetic vectors surrounding the galaxy from the north-east
through west to the south-west, forming a kind of shell of po-
larized emission (see Fig. 3d). The degree of polarization in this
shell structure reaches50% near the brightest peaks.

The analysis of the distribution of the Faraday rotation mea-
surements reveals large-scale unidirectional magnetic fields,
both in fans and in the ridge, providing evidence of genuine
galaxy-scale regular fields. These structures cannot be explained
solely by squeezed or stretched random fields resulting from
strong galactic winds or shocks (Chyży et al. 2000). The esti-
mated mean equipartition value of regular fields reaches peak
values of about 9µG in the polarized ridge and 7µG in the west-
ern fan. The total field in these regions amounts to about 15µG,
a value comparable to that in bright spiral galaxies. The polar-
ized shell coincides well with a similar structure in HI emission
(Fig. 4 in Chẏzy et al. 2000) and even the brightest peaks in both
distributions lie close to each other. It is possible to reconcile
this observation with a postulated global flow of gas around the
galactic bar and in the halo.

The polarized emission and magnetic field structure ob-
served at 4.86 GHz are used as the main observational target
for our modeling. At this frequency, magnetic pitch angles can
be locally affected by the Faraday rotation but the polarization
map is more sensitive than the higher frequency (8.46 GHz) one
(compare Figs. 2 and 4 in Chyży et al. 2000) and hence more
suitable for the modeling.

3. Model construction

NGC 4449 is morphologically similar to LMC: both galaxies
possess a bar-like structure in the central part of the disk. The
rotation pattern of LMC is well known (e.g. Luks & Rohlfs
1992 and the review paper given by Westerlund 1990). For the
main disk component it is linear for galactic radii smaller than
0.7 kpc and flattens for the radii greater than 1.4 kpc (Luks &
Rohlfs 1992). The maximum rotational velocity value is about
50 km s−1, a value comparable with the maximum of about
30 km s−1 for NGC 4449 (Chẏzy et al. 2000). However, the
velocity field in the aforementioned galaxy is certainly more
complicated than in LMC, explained partially by at least two
processes: a shear flow around the bar (with substantial velocity
gradients) and the radial outflow (wind) connected with the high
star formation rate in the main body of the galaxy (Bomans et al.
1997). Both components are applied in our model. In the case of
LMC, apart from the above mentioned disk component, about
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20% of HI gas was found in two large complexes at lower radial
velocities situated about 50–500 pc above the disk in the direc-
tion towards the Galaxy (Luks & Rohlfs 1992). The starburst
region 30 Dor is partly sitting in one (SE) of these features. The
relation between the bar and these lower velocity components
is unclear.

In our experiment we adopt a gas velocity field result-
ing from the N-body simulations of a galactic dynamics
(Otmianowska-Mazur et al. 1997). The model consists of two
essential components: a collisionless self-gravitating disk com-
posed of stars, and colliding molecular clouds (highly inelastic
clouds) moving in the gravitational potential of the stellar popu-
lation. It is also necessary to analytically add a contribution from
the bulge and dark matter halo (see Otmianowska-Mazur et al.
1997 for details). In our model the molecular clouds are assumed
to represent the large scale velocity field of the gas, controlling
the magnetic field evolution. In our present experiment we adopt
one velocity field (t = 9.1 × 108 yr) resultant from the calcula-
tions shown in Otmianowska-Mazur et al. (1997) as model II.
The chosen distribution of molecular clouds (Fig. 3a, grey plot)
is morphologically similar to the bar-like structure present in
NGC 4449 (see Figs. 3d and 5d, grey plots). As we demonstrate,
the galaxy model shows only a bar in the central part of its disk
with almost no evidence of spiral arms. The value of rotational
velocity in this model is about 300 km s−1 which is one order
of magnitude too high for our dwarf galaxy. Therefore we deci-
mate the entire velocity field. We also decreased the linear scale
by 6.0. The rescaling was performed conforming the viral the-
orem. The modeled galaxy possesses a radius of about 2.5 kpc
and rotational velocities with maxima of about 30 km s−1 (see
Fig. 2). The resulting velocity field vectors shown in co-rotating
coordinates are presented in Fig. 1. The shear in the flow of gas
around the bar structure is clearly visible. Fig. 2 presents four
rotation curves showing the axisymmetric linear velocity com-
ponentvφ along the bar (upper panel) and perpendicular to it
(lower panel). The first case predominantly shows signs of rigid
rotation (up tor < 1.25–1.5 kpc), presenting a quite large ve-
locity dispersion, as well. In the direction perpendicular to the
bar, rigid rotation is only forr < 0.3 kpc and further differential
rotation with significant velocity gradient is clearly seen.

The resultant velocity field is used to numerically solve the
dynamo equation in the following form:

∂B/∂t = rot(v × B) + rot(α B) − rot(η rotB) (1)

whereB is the magnetic induction,v is the velocity field of the
gas,α is the dynamo coefficient describing the mean helicity
of turbulent motions andη is the turbulent dynamo coefficient.
The calculations are performed with the three-dimensional (3D)
finite difference code, ZEUS3D, (Stone & Norman 1992) in
rectangular coordinates with inclusion of theα-effect as a source
term.

We presuppose that the relativistic electron number density
distribution decreases exponentially in the model galaxy with
radius and height, possessing the scale of 4.0 kpc and 1.5 kpc,
respectively. The maps of Stokes parameters I, Q and U (in
arbitrary units) are calculated by integrating the transfer equa-

Table 2. Input parameters for MHD models

Model I II III IV V

scale lengths [kpc]:
grid step in X and Y: 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05
grid step in Z: 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08

number of grid points
– in X and Y: 101 101 101 101 101
– in Z: 51 51 51 51 51
αxx = αyy = αzz [km s−1]: 0 5 5 5 0
η [1026 cm2 s−1]: 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5
outflow speed [km s−1]: 0 0 50 50 50
random field: no no no yes yes

tion along the line of sight. Volume elements are taken small
enough to assume uniform magnetic field inside, and constant
intrinsic polarization degree and a synchrotron emissivity (e.g.
Pacholczyk 1970). The position and orientation on the sky of our
modeled galaxy is the same as the galaxy NGC 4449 itself. We
assume that the position angle of the modeled bar is determined
by the observed Hα emission structure (Fig. 5d), nearby recent
star formation regions. For comparison with observations, the
resulting maps are convolved with the 19′′ Gaussian beam and
combined together to obtain polarization intensity and polar-
ization position angle maps. All Faraday effects are neglected
except model IV.

4. Model input parameters

We performed our simulations in five basic experiments — I,
II, III, IV and V for which the input parameters are summarized
in Table 2. In all models we use 101 grid points in the X and
Y directions and 51 in vertical one. The distance between grid
points along the X and Y axis is 50 pc yielding 5 kpc as the
diameter of the modeled galaxy. Along the Z axis the step is
80 pc, which gives 4 kpc as our irregular galaxy vertical size.
According to the study of gas and stars motions, the observed
features in the galactic velocity field cannot be maintained for
time scales longer than a few108 yrs (Hartmann et al. 1986). For
this reason our computations are performed mainly for5.0 ×
108 yr. The time step used in these calculations is0.5 × 105 yr.

The initial configuration of the magnetic field possesses a
circular structure (only theBφ component is present, which
decreases exponentially with a coefficient for radial decay of
1.8 kpc, and vertical decay of 0.8 kpc), with the mean value
about 1µG, a few times smaller than the maximum value given
from observations of NGC 4449 (Chyży et al. 2000). It is highly
probable that in the past, before a probable close encounter with
another galaxy, NGC 4449 possessed a larger gaseous disk with
faster rotation than today. The dynamo could work efficiently
under those conditions and could produce axisymmetric mag-
netic fields similar to the ones used as inputs in our calculations.

The presence of both dynamo coefficientsα andη in our
model is supported by Hα observations of NGC 4449 (Bomans
et al. 1997) that show a large number of star formation regions.
The first coefficient describes the amplification term in the dy-
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namo Eq. (1) and has a tensorial form. We assign to it a positive
constant value of 5 km s−1 for all three components, which is
expected for A0 modes. Such a large value ofα is in agreement
with the value obtained from the fast dynamo model (Hanasz
1997 and is understandable due to a high star formation activ-
ity of NGC 4449 providing the observed r.m.s. velocity about
20 km s−1 over 1 kpc (Hartmann et al. 1986). The turbulent
motions activated by the above mentioned processes enable us
to assume a typical value of the second dynamo coefficient, the
diffusivity η = 1.5 · 1026 cm2 s−1, which is also estimated by
the fast dynamo theory (Hanasz, 1997). The classical dynamo
mechanism gives the same range of the dynamo coefficients,
however, on much longer time scales. To test the influence of
both dynamo coefficients, we performed simulation I with tur-
bulent diffusion only, while in experiment II we additionally ac-
counted for theα-effect (see Table 2). The assumption of non-
linear feedback is introduced only via “α-quenching”, where
α ∝ B−2 (see e.g. R̈adler & Wiedemann 1989).

In the central region of NGC 4449 a radial outflow of warm
gas is observed in Hα emission in a form of a large number
of different shaped filaments, extending from the bar (Bomans
et al. 1997). This outflow displays strong stellar winds and su-
pernova blasts from active star-forming regions concentrated
within a bar-like structure. Therefore in our next experiment
(model III, Table 2) we add an outflow of gas from the center of
the modeled galaxy. The assumed distribution of the outflow is
spherical, being the simplest approximation of the problem. A
similar outflow was analyzed by Brandenburg et al. (1993) in a
magnetic field study of a spiral galaxy NGC 4631, however the
actual wind has a more local character. We adopt 50 km s−1 as
the maximum value of its velocity, which is in good agreement
with the Alfvén speed calculated for mixture of thermal gas (hy-
drogen) and cosmic-ray gas (CR) (Pohl & Schlickeiser 1990)
(see Table 2), although even higher values seem to be acceptable
(Bomans et al. 1997, Breitschwerdt et al. 1991). The modeled
outflow decreases exponentially from the radius of 250 pc with
a characteristic scale of 0.6 kpc. This fact is connected with the
assumed local character of the above mentioned processes. For
temperatures of the hot interstellar medium (HIM) (below a mil-
lion degrees), radiative cooling prevents continuous mass loss
by a global wind on scales of a whole galaxy (Breitschwerdt et
al. 1991). The second mechanism preventing the formation of
wind is a high intergalactic pressure possibly present in the HI
cloud surrounding NGC 4449 (see Table 1, Breitschwerdt et al.
1991). The more physical model of an outflow with regard to
the star formation distribution is in preparation.

Model IV (see Table 2) combines all the above-mentioned
processes and an additional mechanism of the build-up of a ran-
dom turbulent magnetic field in the central part of the modeled
galaxy. Every107 yr and at every grid point, three magnetic
components (Bx, By andBz) are added chaotically, possessing
a total mean value about 0.1µG. Such a field can be easily pro-
vided by a stellar activity present in the observed galaxy within
its bar. In our Galaxy the estimations of a magnetic field ejec-
tions from young hot stars and supernova explosions give the
magnetic field of average strength of a fewµG (Ruzmaikin et

al. 1988). The modeled random field is distributed spherically
and diminishes in the same manner as the outflow in model III.

Model V tests the possibility that the observed magnetic
structure could be created without the dynamo action (α = 0,
see Table 2), but only by the outflow and the chaotic mag-
netic field from the center of the galaxy. The assumed averaged
strength of this field is 0.5µG.

5. Results

Model I illustrates the influence of a pure velocity field and dif-
fusion on an initially uniformly distributed circular magnetic
field in the absence of a dynamo process and galactic wind.
Fig. 3a presents the magnetic field vectors in the galactic plane
with time stept = 1.3 × 108 yr superimposed on the gas den-
sity greyscale plot. The modeled distribution of gas displays
general character of the observed bar structure visible in the
optical picture of NGC 4449 (Fig. 3d, greyscale plot). In Fig. 3c
the modeled bar is presented (in greys) as a projection onto
the sky plane. The detailed comparison of the distribution of
the modeled gas with the optical picture is not entirely justi-
fiable because the latter shows mainly a stellar component of
the galaxy, while the model shows molecular clouds which are
more closely connected to the interstellar medium. Our bar is
then closer to the pattern observed in the Hα emission (Fig. 5d,
greyscale plots). The existence of velocity shearing around the
bar and in the disk first produces weak, but later clearly visi-
ble ring-like distributions of magnetic fields (Fig. 3a), as well
as a weak extension on the western side of the bar. The resul-
tant toroidal intensity structure (better visible as a grey plot in
Fig. 3b) appears in the region where the gas flow goes around
the bar and has the strongest shear. In fact, in Fig. 1, the velocity
vectors going from the southern end of the bar are distributed
around it (vr is positive, see Fig. 3b topolines). Next, they go
onto the left side of the bar, parallel to its main axis (the magni-
tude ofvr decreases and vector changes its direction). Near the
northern end the vectors start to go around it, inclining again to
the center with a negative (this time) radial component. On the
right side the situation is similar. At the bar top we can see a
small inflow of the gas from the north direction (the radial com-
ponent is negative in that area, see Fig. 3b), causing the visible
maximum of magnetic strength (Fig. 3b). Such velocity patterns
are normally expected for gas flows around bars (Athanassoula
1992). In the presence of magnetic field and diffusion, the fast
changes of a radial velocity sign cause a quick decrease of a
magnetic energy inside the ring. The minimum of the magnetic
intensity present at the bottom of the bar on its right side is
probably caused by small velocity irregularities visible in this
region in Fig. 1, decreasing locally the velocity shear.

The map of a polarized emission constructed from the actual
magnetic configuration is presented in Fig. 3c. Due to the inte-
gration and projection effects, the original sharp magnetic field
distribution is no longer visible. The resulted magnetic structure
is much thicker and the polarized intensity map does not pos-
sess isolated regions, having three maxima distributed around
the center. The magnetic vectors are inclined to the bar at a small
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Fig. 3. aMagnetic field vectors of model I in the galactic plane att = 1.3 ·108 yr superimposed onto a molecular clouds density distribution (grey
plot); b Contour plot of the radial velocity component superimposed onto magnetic field intensity of model I at the same time step;c Contour
plot of polarized intensity (in arbitrary units) with polarization B-vectors of model I, overlaid onto clouds density integrated along the line of
sight, all projected onto the sky plane with inclination and position angle same as NGC 4449;d The contours of PI of NGC 4449 at 4.86 GHz
with polarization B-vectors superimposed onto an optical image. The contour levels are (3, 10, 20, 30, 35) 5.410−5 Jy/b.a..

angle and two minima of emission are visible at both bar ends.
Such structures are normally observed for barred galaxies due
to beam depolarization effect. In order to compare our modeled
map with observations, Fig. 3d shows the polarized emission of
NGC 4449 (4.86 GHz) superimposed onto the optical picture
of this galaxy as a greyscale plot. At this stage of the modeling,

the resultant pitch angle of magnetic vectors is smaller than in
the real galaxy and the emission map fills the whole central part
of the disk in the opposition to the observations.

The calculation of model II (see Table 2) combines the above
described processes (velocity shears and the turbulent diffu-
sion) with the presence of the dynamo mechanism (a non zero
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Fig. 4. aandb Magnetic field vectors of model II and III in the galactic plane superimposed onto molecular clouds density att = 1.3 · 108 yr;
c andd Contour plot of polarized intensity (in arbitrary units) with polarization B-vectors of model II and III respectively, overlaid onto clouds
density integrated along the line of sight at the same time step.

α-effect). In comparison with model I, the resultant magnetic
structure (Fig. 4a) is less uniform but the spiral-like pattern is
much more clearly visible. We can see the magnetic intensity
maximum at the top and bottom of the bar (caused by velocity
shear around the bar along with gas inflow from the north di-
rection). Due to theα-effect the vector pitch angles are much
higher, better resembling the observation (Fig. 3d) than the re-
sults of experiment I. Theα-effect, although uniform, influences
the magnetic field not only by increasing its total energy (see

Fig. 6), but also by changing the entire magnetic configuration.
Firstly, the A0 mode appears very quickly during the simula-
tion (as it is expected for the fast dynamo action) and magnetic
lines form helical structures going around the Z-axis and then
high in the direction perpendicular to the galactic plane. This ef-
fect reorganizes the magnetic distribution obtained from model
I (Fig. 3a). Fig. 4c presents a spiral-like structure of magnetic
vectors, obtained from the polarization emission model. The PI
contour map exhibits only one maximum on the left-bottom side
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Fig. 5. aMagnetic field vectors of model IV in the galactic plane superimposed onto molecular clouds density att = 1.3 ·108 yr; b andc Contour
plot of PI (arbitrary units) with polarization B-vectors of model IV (att = 1.3 · 108 yr) and V (att = 9.0 · 108 yr), overlaid onto clouds density
integrated along the line of sight, all projected onto the sky plane with inclination and position angle same as NGC 4449;d The same as in
Fig. 3d but overlaid onto theHα image from Bomans et al. (1997).

of the bar and the small central region of depolarized emission.
Now, the magnetic structure is more similar to observations
(Fig. 3d) than the results of experiment I.

Model III (see Table 2) preserves all mechanisms of model
II, but includes the presence of a spherical outflow blowing
outward from the central region of the modeled galactic disk
with a maximum velocity of 50 km s−1. The resultant mag-

netic field (Fig. 4b) displays a strong toroidal magnetic pattern
having, however, small deviations from axisymmetrical distri-
bution. The maximum of magnetic field strength is observed on
the south-eastern side of the bar. The additional velocity shear
connected with the assumed fast diminishing of a wind flow at
r=1 kpc increases the resultant magnetic field strength in the
shell-like region in comparison with two earlier models. This
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finding is illustrated by the highest growth of the total mag-
netic energyE normalized to its initial value, shown in Fig. 6
for this model. The shell is pushed further due to the interac-
tion of the wind with the characteristic magnetic field pattern
(Fig. 4b). The radio polarization intensity distribution (Fig. 4d)
forms a much less circular structure because of the projection
effects. The map reveals one visible maximum on the same side
as it is observed in model II (Fig. 4c). This field distribution bet-
ter resembles the galaxy emission than the magnetic structures
from model II, showing also larger depolarization region in the
center. However, radial B-vectors in the central region of the
galaxy are still not well reproduced. The uniformity of a shell
configuration is present owing to the assumption of a smooth
outflow distribution in the whole central area, whereas the wind
is certainly connected with more locally distributed phenomena,
e.g. star formation (see grayscale plot of Hα emission Fig. 5d).

Our next reported experiment, model IV, takes into account
all prior processes (i.e. turbulent diffusion,α-effect, presence
of the outflow) and the random magnetic field component is
added in the central part of the galaxy at every107 yr. The re-
sultant magnetic field configuration changes significantly, as is
shown in Fig. 5a for the time step equal tot=1.3×108 yr. The
B-vectors, possessing high pitch angles, form a kind of a spiral
shell-like structure with the intensity maximum distributed from
the bottom to the top on the eastern side of the bar. Magnetic
fields are weaker on the western side, diminishing significantly
in its upper part. In contrast to our previous models, we can
now observe chaotically distributed magnetic fields in the cen-
tral bar regions, resulting from the seeded random component.
These fields are elongated slightly by the wind into filaments
going outwards the disk. Due to random field, outflow and the
velocity shear the B-vectors start to form small region with B-
vectors showing the opposite direction to the input magnetic
field. The PI map of the presented model (Fig. 5b) especially in
its periphery seems to be in a good agreement with observations.
We have got a polarized shell with one maximum of emission at
the western part of the modeled galaxy pattern (see Figs. 5b and
d). At the bottom end of the bar, the polarized shell is slightly
stronger than the observed one, however the distribution of pitch
angles fits the observational one quite well (see Fig. 7). Also the
Faraday rotation measure computed for this model gives quite
good agreement with observations, as is presented in Fig. 7 (see
discussion below). The magnetic field vectors in the central part
show clear signs of flow outwards from the disk center (at the
south-west part of the central part, Fig. 5a), but their PI presen-
tations do not give the observed structure. This fact is obviously
connected with the assumed outflow geometry and the involved
distribution of random magnetic field component, which we
plan to improve in future modeling.

Model V discusses the possibility of magnetic field origin
due to such processes as stellar ejections, outflows and velocity
shears but without the dynamo mechanism. In order to make the
process of building up of the random component more vigorous,
we assume that the averaged magnetic strength is five times
higher than for model IV and we allow for longer evolution (for
9.0× 108 yr). Such high mean value is still in agreement with a
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Fig. 6. The time evolution of the total magnetic energy E normalized
to the initial energyE0 for five models analyzed (see Table 2).

theoretical range (Ruzmaikin et al. 1988). The map of polarized
emission from the modeled magnetic structure at the time step of
0.9 × 109 yr is presented in Fig. 5c. We see that magnetic field
is distributed only in the central part of the modeled galaxy.
The outer shell in this model has not been formed at all. The
high degree of PI of the actual model (Fig. 5c) results from the
assumed high intensity of the random component aligned along
radial direction due to wind influence. The Faraday rotation
measure computed for this map shows a chaotic distribution in
opposition to model IV.

Fig. 6 presents the time evolution of a total magnetic energy
(E) normalized to its initial value (E0) for our five models. In
three experiments (II–IV) taking into account theα-effect, the
total energy grows, as expected, while in model I with no ampli-
fications, it decreases. The energy in model V grows similarly
to case IV because of the continuous supply of a substantially
stronger random component in this experiment. Model III shows
the highest increase due to a strong interaction of the wind with
the shell-like structure of the magnetic field. In experiment IV
the magnetic energy grows slower than in models II and III,
due to a fast dispersion of the random component in the cen-
tral region caused by the turbulent diffusion. The total magnetic
energy (in cases II–V) increases several times, resulting in the
maximum magnetic field values of about 7µG, which is in good
agreement with observations.

To make quantitative comparison of the magnetic properties
of NGC 4449 and our best model IV, we analyze distributions
of the pitch angles ofB-vectors and radio polarization intensity
(PI) at 4.86 GHz, as well as Faraday rotation measures (RM)
between 4.86 GHz and 8.46 GHz. As calculations are performed
in arbitrary units, we adopt thermal electron density providing
RM in the range consistent with observations. The comparison
is made along a ring of 1′ wide and having the same inclination
and position angle as the galaxy (see Table 1). The ring extends
from 2′ to 3′ from the centre and covers the magnetic shell-like
structure. The values of all three distributions are averaged along
the azimuthal angle in the plane of the galaxy, in sectors of 30◦

width. The azimuth is evaluated from the galaxy major axis and
goes anti-clockwise. As seen in Fig. 7 the modeled distributions
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of the pitch angle, PI and RM (dashed lines) possess quite simi-
lar character to the features observed in the galaxy (solid lines).
For both, NGC 4449 and the model, the magnetic vectors are
directed outward showing positive pitch angles over almost the
whole range of the azimuthal angle. The pitch angles start from
small values in the first sector and grow within the first quadrant
to60◦. Then they decrease and increase again to the highest val-
ues about 75◦ in the third quadrant. As seen in Fig. 7 (the middle
plot) the model PI distribution resembles that in NGC 4449, up
to the angle about 270◦, with maximums peaking in adjacent
sectors. In the last region of the azimuthal angle, the galaxy PI
values are higher than the modeled ones. This is probably due
to a local enhancement of star formation in the northern part of
the galaxy where the youngest population of star formation is
observed and produces strong features in optical (see Fig. 3d),
Hα (Fig. 5d) and X-ray images. We also observe (Fig. 7, at the
bottom) a qualitative agreement of the model with the observed
distribution of RM. Both distributions show coherent areas with
low positive RM (first quadrant) and higher RM with absolute
values reaching locally 250−350 rad/m2. The highest discrep-
ancies between RM distributions occur in sectors centred around
the azimuthal angle of 120◦ and 180◦, however in these sectors
the highest statistical errors in the RM distribution of NGC 4449
are also observed (140 and 260 rad/m2, respectively). During
computation of the average values of RM, the RM in the model
was clipped in areas with no statistically significant signal in
the observed Q and U maps of NGC 4449 (especially important
for the lower sensitivity 8.46 GHz data). As a result, a gap in
both RM distributions is seen.

6. Discussion and conclusions

A numerical model involving a three-dimensional flow of a
molecular gas around a bar, is applied to study the kinematic
evolution of a large-scale magnetic field of an irregular galaxy
under the influence of three mechanisms: dynamo amplifica-
tion, spherical outflow and a source of a chaotic magnetic field
provided by active star-forming regions. We perform a compar-
ison between resultant magnetic structures of a modeled galaxy
with recent radio observations of NGC 4449. Our present work
demonstrates that a regular large-scale magnetic field in irregu-
lar galaxies similar to NGC 4449 could be a result of a combined
action of the aforementioned processes.

In order to model the observed velocity field of the
NGC 4449 (Hartmann et al. 1986, Sabbadin et al. 1984, Hunter
et al. 1998) we assume that the gas rotates slowly around the bar
perturbation, with the maximum velocity value of 30 km s−1,
and possesses substantial velocity gradients (see Fig. 1 and 2).
Both phenomena are observed in the real galaxy. In addition to
the r.m.s velocity, we additionally introduce a spherical outflow
of 50 km s−1 maximum velocity blowing from the central re-
gion of active star formation. The velocity field resulted from the
N-body simulations (Otmianowska-Mazur et al. 1997) showing
a bar structure, and recalculated to smaller velocity and scale
values, is next used as an input parameter to the solution of the
dynamo Eq. (1).
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intensity (PI, in arbitrary units) and Faraday rotation measures (RM,
in rad/m2) distributions of model IV and NGC 4449 in the outer ring
around the galaxy center (see text).

Model I shows (Figs. 3a and c) that the magnetic field with no
dynamo action forms a clearly visible ring of magnetic vectors
around the bar. Inside this shell the magnetic field is quickly
diffused due to fast changes of the radial velocity sign in this
area (see Fig. 3b). The polarization map constructed from the
simulation at time steps of1.3 · 108 yr (Fig. 3c), does not show
good agreement with the observations (Fig. 3d), possessing too
small pitch angles and uniformly distributed emission. The total
magnetic energy decreases during the whole evolutionary time.

Inclusion of the dynamo process in our calculations causes
an increase of the total magnetic energy, and of a local maximum
magnetic strength from 1 to 7µG (as it is observed), as well as,
significant reorganization of the modeled magnetic structures
(Figs. 4a and c). The resulting map of a polarized emission (at the
same time-step as in model I) possesses a non-uniform shell-like
distribution, more similar to the observed patterns (Fig. 3d) than
our previous calculations. The resultant pitch angles increase
due to the dynamo action, giving values similar to NGC 4449.

The presence of the outflow enhances the magnetic strength
in the ring, showing more clearly a shell pattern around the bar.
The modeled flow is distributed uniformly around the galactic
center, being quite different from the real outflows in NGC 4449,
where they seem to be distributed instead along the galactic
bar (according to Hα map, Fig. 5d, greyscale plot). The resul-
tant magnetic shell is pushed further (Fig. 4b) in comparison
with model II (Fig. 4a), and due to the projection effects, the
obtained PI map is even more similar to the emission of the
observed galaxy than the structure obtained in computations II.
The depolarized emission area appears in the central part of the
modeled disk similarly to NGC 4449.

Model IV, which additionally combines a random mag-
netic field component provided by star formation regions, gives
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the best estimation of the observed polarization distribution of
NGC 4449 (Fig. 5b and d). The maps of modeled and observed
galaxy are similar in the shell-like spiral patterns distributed
in peripheries of both disks, which is evident by the pitch an-
gle, PI and RM analysis (Fig. 7). The combination of all four
processes: velocity shear around a bar, dynamo action, wind in-
teraction and supplying the random magnetic field component,
results in good agreement between modeled and observed polar-
ization properties and configuration of fragments of a shell-like
spiral pattern.

Model V (Fig. 5c) shows that the inclusion of a galactic
spherical wind and recurrent production of chaotic magnetic
fields in the central region of the galaxy does not result in the
observed fan-like structures in the central part of the NGC 4449
nor in the fragments of a spiral large-scale structure in its pe-
ripheries.

The good correlation between the observed shell-like struc-
ture in HI and polarized radio shell (Chyży et al. 2000) could be
related to the ring-like structures present in a large number of
barred galaxies (Buta 1986, Hummel et al. 1987). Such rings are
normally interpreted as concentrations of stars and gas devel-
oped near the Lindblad resonances. The observation of such a
feature in NGC 4449 could confirm the hypothesis that the gas
flow and the radio polarized shell in this galaxy is connected
with the bar perturbation.

The highly asymmetrical character of the observed polar-
ized emission of the Large Magellanic Cloud (Klein et al. 1993)
indicates that magnetic field in this object is influenced by
strong interaction with our Galaxy and possibly with the SMC
(NGC 4449 is in this context more isolated). LMC has also three
times smaller optical and radio brightness. In X-rays the total
emission in the point source component as well as in the dif-
fuse one is 5 times smaller than in NGC 4449 and is possibly
scaled with masses of these objects (7 and2×1010M�, respec-
tively). A smaller rate of stellar activity distributed mainly in the
compression region at the leading edge of LMC (giant 30 Do-
radus neighborhood) can result in a smaller overall activity of
the dynamo process and higher overall asymmetry of observed
PI distribution, with an enhancement at the side in the direction
to our Galaxy. Therefore, our simulations which concentrated
instead on NGC 4449, cannot be fully applied to the case of the
LMC. However, in the LMC a patchy polarized shell-like pat-
tern containing spiral magnetic fields, modeled in this work, is
also observed. The magnetic pitch angles are high in more qui-
escent areas (as in NGC 4449) and low in the compression (SE)
region where magnetic fields are aligned with the leading edge
(see Fig. 2 in Klein at al. 1993). The rotation measures in the
LMC are rather complex and, similarly to PI, the main features
are connected with the disturbed SE part of the galaxy. In fact,
the derived RM suggest a giant magnetized loop emerging out
of the LMC plane towards our Galaxy. All such local features
were not included in our simulations.

We have presented here the first attempt to model the kine-
matic MHD evolution of magnetic fields in an irregular galaxy.
However, full MHD calculations and simulations of other irreg-
ulars are clearly needed.

We can summarise the main conclusions of our study as
follows:

1. Irregular galaxies could possess regions with a regular com-
ponent of a large-scale magnetic field;

2. The regular magnetic structure in IBm irregulars could be
developed due to shear motions of interstellar gas connected
with the bar perturbation and to the fast dynamo mechanism;

3. The existence of a large-scale configuration of magnetic
field is possible even for small values of a galactic rotation
(v < 30 km s−1);

4. The MHD dynamo process is necessary to produce large
pitch angle values and to sustain the magnetic energy in the
disk against the diffusion process;

5. Gas outflows from the active star-forming regions alone can-
not be responsible for the large-scale magnetic field evolu-
tion in irregular galaxies of Magellanic type.
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